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Introduction 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

The water we drink today has likely been around in one form or another for hundreds of millions of years. In fact                      

the amount of freshwater on the planet has remained fairly constant over time as it is continually recycled                  

through the atmosphere and back in our cups. But the world population has exploded, which means that every                  

year competitions for clean, copious supply of water for drinking, cooking, bathing, and sustaining life               

intensifies.  

There is no doubt that today, water scarcity is an abstract concept to many and a stark reality for others. It is the                       

result of myriad environmental, political, economic and social forces. While nearly 70 percent of the world is                 

covered by water, only 2.5 percent of it is fresh water, a very small fraction of all water on the planet and the rest                        

is saline and ocean based. Due to geography, climate, engineering, regulation, and competition for resources,               

some regions seem relatively flush with fresh water, while others face drought and debilitating pollution. In much                 

of the developing world, clean water is either hard to come by or a commodity that requires laborious work or                    

significant currency to obtain. 

In this report Bryan Tamburro (GGA Advisors - Karachi - Pakistan & Pittsburgh - US) tells the story of how his own                      

lack of water for bathing purposes in a major Pakistani metropolis is a reminder of a much larger problem in the                     

country of 185 million people. He also argues the very solutions to Pakistanis need for its water problem                  

already exists within the country. 

The challenge we face now is how to effectively conserve, manage, and distribute the water we have. At GGA, we                    

believe this growing challenge could turn into an opportunity for governments to act and the private sector to                  

participate, in providing innovating solutions.  

Roozbeh Aliabadi 
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On one of my recent stays in Pakistan, I entered the washroom, disrobed and eager for the warm water, turned                    

the knobs. Unfortunately for my shivering self, there was no water available. I was not in a village nor in a                     

neglected urban location but in a residence located in what is considered to be one of the most elite enclaves of                     

a major Pakistani metropolis. My host was quite embarrassed for the water is not piped into the house but is                    

delivered to the home via a tanker. Unfortunately, said tanker was to arrive the day before and as of that morning,                     

it had yet to deliver its precious cargo. While my own lack of water for bathing purposes is a somewhat amusing                     

anecdote, it is emblematic of a much larger problem in Pakistan that touches everyone regardless of wealth. 

Water shortages are fast becoming a topic of conversation nowadays. As we progress through 2014, the                

headlines are increasing worldwide. From a US centric viewpoint, the State of California is facing a drought with                  

water reserves at dangerously low levels, yet surprisingly, the alarm bells have not yet sounded within the                 

American public. However, the alarms have gone off in the developing world where the crisis is much more acute.                   

Indeed , the World Bank, in an effort to prevent potential future conflicts in the developing world over water and                    

energy, is actively promoting their “Thirsty Energy” initiative to elevate both the public’s awareness and those                

institutions whose responsibility it is to address this public threat. While a handful of fragile nation-states are                 

very aware of this issue as they are already struggling to meet their water demands; none face the potential high                    

levels of both internal and external conflict on  this issue than in Pakistan. 

When one mentions Pakistan today, there is this incorrect media driven narrative in the western world. For                 

most, images of bearded turban wearing men wielding automatic weapons stand as a physical menace while the                 

burqa wearing women stand silent in the background. This invokes fear and fear sells. However, as with most                  

horror films that invoke fear it is rarely ever based in reality. Within this country of 185 million people, there is                     

a rapidly expanding middle class and rabid consumer base. They are perusing malls, purchasing the latest                

technologies and eating out at a multitude of restaurant choices. This is the rising Pakistan which now faces its                   

greatest threat yet. The pundits will try to scare you and say terrorism is ripping the country apart, yet their                    

economy grows. The economists will tell you that Pakistan’s estimated 6000 to 7000MW shortage of power is                 

impeding their GDP, yet their economy still grows. This immediate threat is water or more aptly put; Pakistan                  

today cannot quench it’s people’s thirst. In the United States, when there are threats to a building, security is                   

tightened; when the power goes out, people continue to work; but when there is no water, the building must be                    

vacated immediately. 

This problem has been growing in Pakistan over the past few years. The scarcity of water is one of the driving                     

reasons that it’s largest province, Balochistan, which makes up 44% of Pakistan’s land mass only contains                

around 8 million residents or less than 5% of Pakistan’s total population. There are now reports of Balochis                  

fleeing the province due to lack of water. The Government of Pakistan (GoP) is quick to reject these rumours but it                     

is hard pressed to continue to deny the ever increasing mounting evidence of a severe water shortage.                 

Compounding matters, for some, they are fleeing these drought impacted areas towards the metropolis of               

Karachi; the economic hub of the country. 

Unfortunately for them and the rest of Pakistan , this issue is not limited to Balochistan. Karachi needs 640                   

million gallons a day of clean potable water to survive. It is currently facing a deficit of over 200 million gallons                     

a day and growing. While the country may be able to absorb the migration of thousands of Balochis out of                    

Balochistan, it will not be able to withstand the anger and desperation of its largest city of 18 million people                    

demanding water. 

Unbeknownst to those unfamiliar with the region’s history, this scenario has visited the Indian Sub-Continent               

before. Resting twenty-seven miles from one of the seven modern wonders of the world, the Taj Mahal, is the                   
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abandoned city of Fatehpur Sikri. For many tourists to India, the Taj Mahal is a must see and once there, they are                      

pleasantly surprised to learn of a centuries old Mughal city that holds a vast array of archaeological treasures.                  

Established in the late 16th century as the capital of the Mughal Empire, Fatehpur Sikri was built to represent the                    

glory and power of its rulers. However, after fifteen years of construction, it was almost immediately abandoned.                 

Historians and tourist guides will regale you with a litany of reasons but there was really only one main reason                    

for an empire to abandon a city so soon after it was built… lack of clean potable water. As history has proven                      

time and again, without a reliable clean potable water source there can be no human settlements. 

While Karachi is not the Fatehpur Sikri of today, action must be taken now to avoid such potential, what most                    

would deem as, impossibilities. Over the past few years, I have been participating on an independent power                 

project that would restructure a power plant footprint located in Karachi to include a significant water                

desalination facility. Economically it is viable but it will only address 10%, at most, of the gap needed within                   

Karachi alone . Unlike it’s wealthy oil neighbors across the waters whom have spent significant dollars on                 

building large scale desalination plants for much smaller populations, Pakistan does not have the resources to                

bridge this gap on only desalination. While Saudi Arabia is proud to call current Prime Minister Sharif, their                  

man in Pakistan, it would be unwise for the GoP to rely on the Kingdom to write yet another check to cover                      

several desalination facilities on top of the already granted 1.5 US Billion dollars they recently handed over to                  

Sharif to temporarily strengthen the Pakistani Rupee. There are other ways and they should be explored. 

As with most developing nations, Pakistan’s markets are extremely price sensitive. Innovation will be the key to                 

success in this arena. While there are an abundance of water purification start-ups in the developed world,                 

looking to swoop in as saviors into the developing world, they almost always fail when it comes to costs. The                    

very  solutions that Pakistanis need for its water problems may already exist within the country. 

According to the Association of University Technology Managers, US higher educational institutions helped             

launch 705 startups in 2012. This is an envious model that the world is looking to replicate and the US is pro                      

-actively trying to export. As a prior participant in the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Commercial Law                

Development Program (CDLP) on establishing university- based technology transfer offices and technology            

incubators in Pakistan, I observed with much enthusiasm that Pakistan has a vibrant innovative university               

community bursting with sustainable solutions relevant to their needs. Pakistani universities such as Pakistan’s              

National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute (GIKI), COMSATS Institute of               

Information & Technology (COMSATS) and others are birthing solutions that are cognizant of price sensitivities               

as they themselves suffer under constant price pressures. 

It would be incumbent on the GoP to form public private partnerships that couples industry with the se university                   

research groups. For example, Nestle, which maintains a significant presence in Pakistan, just announced on               

April 8th their commitment to the Alliance on Water Stewardship (AWS) . Perhaps a mutually beneficial                

partnership with the GoP, Nestle and the Pakistani University community could make significant strides on clean                

potable water relevant to Pakistan’s needs and Nestle’s corporate social responsibilities. However, to be              

successful, acceptable financial parameters should be adopted to provide the necessary incentives. 

IBM has recognized the constraints that countries like Pakistan are facing in addressing their water management                

issues and their Research development group has produced the Rickards Real Cost Water Index (WCI):               

(http://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view_project.php?id=5047 ). With this attempt to create a WCI,         

they are potentially providing an invaluable service by assigning a real value to water on the global scale . As of                     

the last quarter of 2013, IBM’s WCI average global cost was $1.31 per cubic meter and if you track the                    

fluctuations over the past five  years it has been trending upwards. 

At the moment in Pakistan, there is a black market value placed on potable water, not necessarily clean, by the                    
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tanker mafias. While difficult to ascertain, these tanker mafias, an intriguing mixture of genuine businesses,               

political cronies and a somewhat suspected criminal element, have generally pushed the cost of water to heights                 

of above the equivalent of $5.00 per cubic meter. If Pakistan were to adhere and enforce a WCI such as IBM’s                     

Rickards Real Cost, the savings for the GoP and the especially the people will be significant. Thus, with a                   

pre-determined, realistic cost of water benchmarked to world standards, Pakistan will be able to supply               

regulatory incentives to encourage water management innovation. This will provide wealth generation, address             

the dire human need of clean water access and provide the innovations needed in a timely fashion. By becoming                   

one of the first adopters of a WCI coupled with mutually beneficial public-private partnerships, Pakistan could                

turn its emergency of water deprivation into an opportunity and position itself as one of the drivers in water                   

management and take this expertise to the global market. 

The real question now is one of time left to execute on such an initiative . There is time and that it is not a                         

question at all but a necessary choice. For Pakistan cannot bear to share the same fate of its ancestral Mughal                    

city of Fatephur Sikri. 

Bryan Tamburro 

 

Bryan Tamburro  

Advisor (Karachi-Pakistan & Pittsburgh-US) 
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About G.G.A. 
G.G.A. is a strategic consulting firm and the leading advisor on business strategy. We partner with clients from the                   

private, public, and not-for-profit sectors in all regions to identify their highest-value opportunities, address their               

most critical challenges, and transform their enterprises. Our customized approach combines deep insight into              

the dynamics of companies and markets with close collaboration at all levels of the client organization. This                 

ensures that our clients achieve sustainable competitive advantage, build more capable organizations, and             

secure lasting results. Founded in 2010, G.G.A. is a private company with locations in more than 20 countries. We                   

seek to be agents of change—for our clients, our people, and society overall. 
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